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Tech Trends 2019
Power and utilities perspective
How does an industry that’s synonymous with reliability embrace disruption? For power and utilities
companies, the pace of technology change brings a nonstop stream of questions, challenges, and
opportunities. Meanwhile, change is also a constant in areas like regulation, external threats, and
consumer expectations. To carry out their mandates, leaders in the industry need to understand
technology trends and remain a step ahead of them.
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Focused, industry-relevant insights are critical in making this happen.
This guide can help. It provides an industry-specific perspective on
Deloitte’s Technology Trends 2019: Beyond the digital frontier report.
With this publication, we examine several important trends through
the lens of the Power and Utilities industry—also touching on the
macro technology forces at play and how modern businesses can
navigate digital transformation. These forces are actively shaping
strategic and operational transformations, redefining IT’s role within
the enterprise, and forcing business leaders to reimagine what it
means to operate in a digitally driven global economy.

Changes in technology are changes to this industry. New tools can
help enhance the efficacy, resilience, and security of distribution
grids, while deriving new insights from smart meters. Customer
relationships can become more personalized and more cost-efficient
at the same time. New technology brings new talent challenges, but
it can also enhance training and certification across every role.
Through real-world examples and key considerations, this
publication should help power and utilities leaders gain a clearer
view of what lies ahead and fresh ideas for how they can shape
that future to meet their fast-changing needs.

Macro technology forces at work
Nine technology forces (cloud, analytics,
digital experience, blockchain, cognitive,
digital reality, core modernization, cyber,
and the business of technology) have
been the backbone of innovation past
and present. These forces are critical for
organizations—their controlled collision
can compound the effect of purposeful,
transformational change. What is the “state
of the state” of these forces today and how
are organizations harnessing them?

Getting started

•• Learn from the changes of the past
decade. We look back on cloud, analytics,
and digital experience as the new normal.
Consider what they mean for future trends.
•• Embrace technology at the core.
The support organization will increase
in importance as new tools affect
everything you do.
•• Keep your eye on the horizon. Trends like
blockchain, cognitive, and digital reality are
next in line to find their place in how we work.

Intelligent interfaces
Trends in action

As distributed generation and storage
technologies gain traction, the grid is moving
from unidirectional distribution toward
multi directional networking with millions of
buyers and sellers. Pilot technologies include
Blockchain for secure financials, IoT to monitor
the grid, and AI/data science to predict supply
and demand. Integrating and leveraging these
approaches can transform the industry.

Intelligent interfaces combine the latest
in human-centered design with leadingedge technologies such as computer
vision, conversational voice, auditory
analytics and advanced augmented reality
(AR), and virtual reality (VR). Working in
concert, these techniques and capabilities
can transform the ways we engage with
machines, data, and each other.

Trends in action

Today’s astute customers expect highly
personalized, contextualized experiences.
To deliver them, leading chief marketing
officers are looking inward to closer
partnerships with their own CIOs and a
new generation of marketing tools and
techniques powered by data-enabled
emerging technologies.

Getting started

•• Decide what AI means to you. Relevant
applications can vary by industry, mission,
and situation.
•• Strive to become an “AI-fueled”
organization. Change the question from
“why AI?” to “why not?”—and get started.
•• Train the people you have. Both in the
mission and in IT, the nature of your plan and
your maturity to date will help determine
which skills to add.
•• Add the skills you’re missing. Hire or
contract for talent as necessary.

Trends in action

Combining AI with conversational voice interfaces can help call centers direct inquiries without
human agents. Given an option, many callers may prefer the machine interaction to a human
operator. Smart meters with AI can examine AMI load profiles and gain insights into the use of
specific appliances or even detect a water leak or a failing air conditioner.

Trends in action

New interfaces can help make certification
and training safer and more efficient. Instead
of sending an inspector into a dangerous
test area, using a virtual environment spares
travel expense and reduces hazards. The
same technology can also provide coaching
for improvement. With AR, skilled technicians
can walk engineers through the operation and
maintenance of complex field devices using
real-time data.

•• Shift administration to an engineering
footing. Determinedly standardize,
modernize, and synthesize so you
can apply engineering principles and
automation to operations.
•• Go cloud native. Pilot and pursue
technologies that don’t involve managing
physical servers from containers to
storage “as a service.”
•• Transform your processes. Make your
processes automatable and repeatable
without human intervention.

To enhance their approaches to
cybersecurity and cyber risk, forwardthinking organizations are embedding
security, privacy, policy, and controls into
their evolved IT delivery models. DevSecOps
fundamentally transforms cyber and risk
management from compliance-based
activities (typically undertaken late in
the development lifecycle) into essential
framing mindsets that help shape system
design from the ground up.

Connectivity of tomorrow
Getting started

•• Plan for the upcoming explosion of
bandwidth. A wirelessly connected world will
bring changes that bring new demands and
new opportunities.
•• Learn from history. This isn’t the first time
bandwidth has exploded. Smartphones
changed the ways we keep and use data. What
parallel changes are ahead?
•• Button down the status quo. If millions of
new devices are soon to arrive, every existing
mobile asset must be under control. Begin
getting everything under control today.

Getting started

•• Look beyond marketing. Leading
organizations are rethinking all of the ways
customers interact with them.
•• Create connections. It’s not just pushing
information—new tools and techniques
enable customized experiences and better
relationships.
•• Go all-in on data. Collect and manage
information from your customers to better
understand the interactions they desire.
•• Fail forward fast. Approach experience
evolution with an experimental, pilotbased mindset and advance through
rapid prototyping.

DevSecOps and the cyber imperative

Getting started

Trends in action

Sophisticated grid control and monitoring
assets, as well as distributed generation,
are decentralizing grid structures from a
traditional hub model to a more complex
peer-to-peer model. As control and monitoring
latency increase exponentially, communication
with and between edge devices via FANs and
WANs becomes faster and more effective.
Practical benefits can include collecting and
sharing information such as air quality status,
or re-sequencing traffic signals.

Getting started

•• Integrate security. Don’t test it in at the
end—build it in throughout the system
and operational lifecycles, starting with
requirements and design.
•• Expand your security culture. Compliance
is still important, but the focus now is on
proactive risk management.
•• Adjust your vision. Security Operations
Centers need to be aware of new cyber
threats—and a firmer grasp of their own gridprotecting cyber assets.

Trends in action

Pressure to limit O&M costs and changes in regulatory environments are allowing utilities to practice
DevOps and containerization, using the cloud to build platform-agnostic IT solutions that maximize
flexibility. This includes the development of energy efficiency portals and customer self-service
applications that are seamless across services and geographies regardless of underlying infrastructure.

Advanced networking offers a
continuum of connectivity that can
drive development of new products and
services or transform inefficient operating
models. From edge computing and mesh
networks to 5G, low Earth orbit satellites,
and ultra-broadband, organizations across
sectors and geographies are relooking at
advanced connectivity options to design
tomorrow’s enterprise networks.

Trends in action

One utility has found it can aggregate and sell AMI load profile data to a ZIP-code level. This allows
segregation of customer marketing based on energy consumption. Customer data can propel
micromarketing—approaching customers with individual styles of communication based on
their consumption patterns, which can reduce acquisition and retention cost while enhancing
relationship longevity.

NoOps in a serverless world
Cloud providers have doggedly automated
traditional infrastructure and security
management tasks and are increasing
the complexity and value of “as a service”
capabilities. As a result, technical
resource are interacting less and less with
the underlying system infrastructure.
Operations talent can shift to increasingly
agile teams focusing on higher-order (and
higher-value) activities that more directly
support mission outcomes.

•• See beyond the long-established
standards. Imagine new engagement
patterns and capabilities that go beyond “click
and type” and “touch and swipe.”
•• Rethink training, collaboration, and more.
Take advantage of new ways to connect and learn.
•• Unlearn limits. How can intelligent interfaces
observe, track, measure, and monitor without
deliberate user actions like typing and clicking?

Beyond marketing: Experience reimagined

AI-fueled organizations
Leading organizations are harnessing AI’s
full potential for data-driven decision
making and generating valuable insights.
To become a true “AI-fueled” organization,
a company needs to find AI’s place in
the mission, rethink its talent, focus
on human and machine interaction in
its environment, and deploy machine
learning across core business processes
and enterprise operations.

Getting started

DevSecOps helps utilities build cost-effective grid defenses. Some are using OT SIEM tools to build
security baselines for operational states. Passive threat and vulnerability sensors and security
data architecture enhance visibility. Security analytics informed by ICS/OT threat intelligence help
detect and raise alerts, and incident response retainers can cover ICS/OT cyber assets.

Beyond the digital frontier: Mapping your future
Digital transformation has become a rallying
cry for business and technology strategists.
Yet all too often, companies anchor their
approach on a specific technology advance.
Developing a systematic approach for
identifying and harnessing opportunities
born of the intersections of technology,
science, and business is an essential first
step in demystifying digital transformation,
and making it concrete, achievable,
and measurable.

Getting started

•• Build a recipe file. “Get in the kitchen” to
test promising combinations of techniques
and technologies.
•• Look for examples. Organizations and
companies are already moving to become
digital in processes and areas you support.
•• Learn the landscape. New technologies
include AI, digital reality, blockchain, and more.
Catalysts include concepts like crowdsourcing,
human-centered design, and the maker
movement. Keeping up with what’s new
prepares you to invent what’s next.

Trends in action

To reduce the cost of power line inspections,
utilities are exploring the use of drones to
gather unstructured data. Operators use
enhanced visualization and interfaces to
operate the drones as they gather large
amounts of data for further analysis that
can recognize conditions such as vegetation
encroachment, downed power lines, smoke,
or pipeline maintenance issues.

